Hevrin Khelef

In this report we record all the information about the massacre that took place in Northeastern Syria
on M4 road on 12 October 2019 killing the head of Future party Hevrin Khelef and her driver.
Including videos published by the killers themselves on the social medias, an interview with her
mother and the Corps investigation Report:

“The war in Syria has destroyed the places of childhood of millions of Syrians. In Ain Issa
camp for displaced Syrians, we suggested that we give the displaced people every tent, a
small tree, they plant in front of their tent. Take care of it. To be remembrance of them,
after they left the camp towards their cities and homes. It will be a beautiful green memory,
in a land that has grieved them and made them homeless.”
Hevrin Khelef
Syria future party

•

On 12th of October, a Turkish backed group, so-called Ahrar al-Sharqiya (as they say in the
video link below) have made territorial advances between Tell Abiad and Ras Al Ain during
the night – around Rajim Aanwa area and possibly further south.

•

After the group controlled a site of M4, they stopped vehicles and killed some civilians as it is
published in the video, the shooting is heard in the video (link below).

•

The two employees of the Department of Health got captured by the same group. They left
Qamishlo in the same type of car which you see in second 6 of the video below. The

destination of Azad Osman and Muhammed Ibrahim is still unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/373049216425514/posts/856379438092487/
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•

In the next link it is showed the car of Hevrin Khelef, and it seems that her driver is already
killed. Her voice could be heard in the 13th second of the video as she says “I m a head of a
party”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvYWRtylaRA&feature=youtu.be
•

in the next video, published by them self, it is showed how people got killed at M4 road, and
the group is saying “the pigs of the party”, in the video before, Hevrin is mentioning that she
is a head of a party. Out of this information we consider that Hevrin got killed in the same
way as showed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJUo8oxHi1M

•

in the next video, the mother of Hevrin is explaining how they called her from the phone of
her daughter while she was hearing them talking in Arabic, but not responding to her. She
explains how the body of her daughter was destroyed, due to heavy firing. Her body was
brought to Derik (Malikiye).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNhijwOrtYE&t=31s
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Corps investigation Report:
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Other link by CNN shows the targeted vehicle of Hevrin in the site on M4.

https://arabic.cnn.com/middle-east/video/2019/10/14/v80416-kobane-syria-turkish-militaryoffensivekurds?fbclid=IwAR3kVwfZLmZy0AE9H7c9VEngYcLuxaSQofzdph1zKBgpLL6OG0KqBl5
n2Hk
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